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Stewart Attempts To Resign 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER 
Solons Balk This Move; 
He'll Try -Again Tc;,night 
By GABY DARNS 
News Editor 
Danie Stewart, Barboursville sophomore senator and sopho-
more class president, pulled a surpriae move last Wffk in the Stu-
dent Senat!;!, He resigned.. 
he 
arthenon That is, he tried to, but the senate came through with an even 
----------------------------------------~ bigger surprise of its own. It rejected. hia resignation. 
Vol. 63 HUNTINGTON, W. VA. Wednesday, February 26, 1964 No. 43 Stewart - surely one of the most controversial members of the 
-------------------------------------------1 campus legislative body - plans to hand in a second restcnation 
tonight with the hopes that the senate will accept thia one. 
Life Planning Week Speaker Talks 
About Marriage, Sex Relationship 
At least, those were hia plans 
prior to tonight's senate meeting. 
"If I miss just two more sen-
ate sessions," he 
s a i d, "I will 
be automatical-
nothinl but a clear indication of 
their desire not to let Stewart 10. 
Senator Stewart said over the 
weekend, in reference to hia sum-
mons by Vice President Paulo-
vicks for a private "huddle," that 
she had said that the Student 
Senate had only vetoed one re-
signation in the last three years 
and that he should take the sen-
ate's action of last Wednesday u 
a love tap. 
By KAY SAGE 
News Editor 
College and university stu-
dents tend to postpone intimate 
relations before marriage more 
so than their less educated. coun-
terparts, Dr. Richard N. Hey, 
a Philadelphia educator and 
counselor in the field of mar-
riage and family relations, not~ 
at the "Life Planning Week" 
banquet Sunday night in the 
New Men's Residence Hall cafe-
teria. 
Dr. Hey said that the job of 
being a young person today is 
a risky business. "The young 
people of the present have a dif-
ferent job in their marriage be-
cause marital_ roles are not defi-
nitely defined. In part, this is due 
to the need for skills and abil-
ities of women in the professions 
and industry as well as in the 
home." 
The educator explained that 
younc people have to learn how 
to be adult children. Their par. 
ents are livinc loD&"er and, at the 
same time, they are leamlnr to 
be parents to their own children 
whose childhood must inevitably 
be different from their own. And 
they are faced with the know-
ledre that approximately one-
third of their married lives will 
be as a couple whose children 
are crown and rone from the 
home. 
He also said: 
Marriage has taken on an en-
hanced importance in the United 
States. The men's roles as hus-
band and father have increased 
meaning in terms of feeling suc-
cessful as a man in his non-car:. 
eer functioning. Women have 
traditionally found their satis-
faction and their social identity 
as wives and mothers. This 
means that among the college 
educated population in America, 
spouses are expecting to share 
each other's leisure time and en-
joyment as well as career in-
terests and family tasks. 
Dr. Hey noted that college stu-
dents are demanding more of 
marriage. "They think more 
about the happiness they expect 
from it than how they can help 
this relationship to be construc-
tive and fulfilling for all con._ 
cerned. The essence of marriage 
is the personal relationship be-
tween partners. It is a distinctive 
relationship which is hoped to be 
permanent, requires more of the 
total personality than any other 
relationship, and involves sexual 
----------------------~~---- ly impeached by 
the Student 
Senate, s inc e 
these absences 
will be chalked 
up as unexcu-
sed.." 
This ia true. 
For instance, his absence at last 
week's senate meeting was mar-
ked down as unexcused, accord-
ing to S tudent Body Vice Presi-
dent Marna Paulovicks, Wheel-
ing senior. 
"And the bad thing about this," 
Stewart went on, "is that if thia 
comes about, I will be unable to 
run for any Student Government 
post again." But he still seemed 
determined to follow . through 
with his original plans - to quit, 
regardless. 
Stewart also disclosed. that 
Miss Paulovicks wanted to see 
him for a conference before to-
night's session. 
He is convinced that the. Stu-
dent Senate only rejected his 
resignation to "save face." He is 
sure ''that at least some individ-
uals in the senate only vetoed 
my resi,nation to make it ap-
pear that they want me to stay. 
They don't want it to appear 
!":Slllo.J1i!I that they're glad to get rid o 
Polish Dancers leturn To U.S. 
"TABTA DANCES AND SONGS" will be performed by some of 
the male membe,s of the world famous Muowsse Company from 
Warsaw. The noted troupe of 100 sinrers, dancers and symphony 
orchestra wlll come to Buntinrton on March 5 at 8:SO p. m. 
in the coune of its secol!.d U. S.-Canadian tour. 
Artists Series Features 
Polish Dance Company 
me, which, really, they are." 
The vote on whether or not to 
accept Stewart's resignation al-
most split the Student Senate in 
half. 
"You know," Stewart said, 
"I've had a terrible time getting 
legislation passed. And now they 
won't even pass my resi,n·ation!" 
Rising to the fioor of the sen-
ate last week. after having heard 
Student Body President Kenny 
Gainer, Charleston senior, read 
Stewart's letter of resignation to 
By TOM BOW ARD the senators, Dean Thompson, 
Staff Reporter Huntington junior senator, de-
Mazowsze, Poland's famous dance company, will appear at the clared: 
Keith-Albee under the sponsorship of the Marshall Artist Series "AlthoQ&'b I have 8 e J d O m 
Thursday, March 5 at 8:30 p. m. _____________ acreed with Senator Stewart, he 
Tickets for the Artist's Series 
can be obtained in the hall of its founding, it has been acclaimed. has been an asset 1o the senate 
Old Main on Feb. 27 and 28 from throug,hou.t the world -and has due to the fact that he bu in-
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. performed for more than 5 mil- atlcated and continually introdu-
Mazowsze was founded in 1948 lion persons. ced many controversial lasues. ID 
by the late Tadeusz Sy,gietynski . On their first American touT, resi&'Dinc, 1 ~l that he bu not 
d his wife Mira Ziminska. Since the troupe proved to be a sensa- fultllled and imitated those do-
-----------. -- tion. After their -appearance in mocratio v Ir tu e • that be bu 
Stewart is the only non-Greek 
member of the campus leliala-
tive body. He has frequentl)-
called. the Student Government 
nothing but a Greek machine. 
Also at the aenate meetlq lat 
Wednesday, Larry Desio, Wheel-
inc junlor senator, asked wby tile 
Manhall 8 t a cl e n t Govena-
ment did not aencl repreNDta• 
Uves to Charleston to attend a 
meetlq coneernlq lowerlq t1ae 
state votlq ap to 18. ~ 
said that two achooJs were rep-
resented at this meetlq. 
He went on to explain that he 
could not understand why Mar-
shall did not take part in thia 
meeting, llince thia project "bu 
been one of the pets of our Stu-
dent Government thia year." 
Dezio added that the only 
schools which were represented 
were Morris Harvey Collete and 
four industrial arts students from 
Logan High School 
President Gainer replied that 
neither he, nor Marshall Stu-
dent Government, was aware of 
the meeting. 
Later, Desio went on to N7 
that "somebody wu lax aome-
wbere. I jmt don't know wbat 
wu at faalt, bat It seema pre"7 
•trance that Marsball Unlvenlt7 
wu not contacted." 
The Sudent Senate-:--als,-o_W .. ed--
nesday night approved. Senator 
Fleckenstein as the coordinator 
for the upcoming Spring Carni-
val. 
Also last week, the oath of of-
fice wu administered to the two 
newest additions to the senate. 
These were two senio~ senators 
whose names were ratified . by 
the senate week before last u ·. 
appointments to fill vacated po-
sitions. 
They were Fred Gumm of 
Montclair, N. J ., and D av i d 
Todd of Huntington. 
Dr. Co• ettl Senes 
01 Stnt Co•• l1slo1 B• G D f d New York, the "New York Daily 
80 •troncly voiced • ~Qlbout 
1g reen 8 eafe News" said "All of the musicals his two terms u the bead rep. 
B Falcons 106-87 on Broadw~y p~t together oould =~·~tive of his respecUve_ Dr. Elizabeth Cometti, profes-Y_ I not •Offer the Joyous zest, ~ sor of history, has been appointed 
Bowling Green's Falcons soar- dancing skill, the wondrous cos- Duri.ng the discussion which by Gov. W.W. Barron to serve on 
ed to a 106-87 victory over the tumes, the happy humor which followed, Brenda Hubbard, Wil- the Lincoln-Kennedy Memorial 
Big Green M O n day night at came to us all in one package!" Hamson · junior senator, said that Commission which will meet in 
Bowling Green. Mazowsze will bring with .them she would like to know how the the Senate Judiciary Room of the 
gratification." 
Younc people not only look for The BeeGee's Howie Komives, 
security, children, social position the nation's 1 ea ding scorer, 
and other such components of bucketed 33 points and broke an 
marrlare, but they want and de. MAC scoring· record for one aea-
mand happiness, he added. son. Butch Clark. with 30 points, 
The educator explained. that a was high man for Marshall. Bill 
more than 1,000 costumes for the other senators ~elt about it. All state capital today. 
100 dancers and singers who par- of the senators who answered According to the governor's let-
ticipate in the festive show. Pre- her, referred to Stewart in glow- ter, the commission was created 
sented. by impresaria S. Hurok ing terms. for the purpose of' conaidertn, 
who imported the company on i-ts And Joan Fleckenstein, Hun- suggestions that a suitable me-
first tour in 1961, Mazowsze of- tington sophomore ~ en at o r, morial be established in West 
fers the regional dances, costumes agreed in a private conversation Virginia to honor these two Pres-
and music of .the great central after the senate session that th · idents who have been pro:ninent 1953 survey revealed that many F . 
(Corrtdnued on Page 8) rancis tallied 17 points. Polish pl-ain. action of the campus solons was in the history of West VirginiL 
PAGE TWO 
I Letters ·. To The Editor I 
(Editor's Note: The article to which Mr. Peoples refers ap-
peared Feb. 13 in the Washington, D. C., Evening Star. It de-
scribes the efforts now being made by the Center for Appalachian 
· Studies and Development located at West Virginia University to 
attack and correct ~any ~f the state's problems by puttinr to 
work the resources of the university. The article cites welfare, 
school dropout, and industrial statistics. It describes the atmos-
phere in Morgantown as on e of reality and enthusiasm for the 
·future and describes the work of the Appalachian Center as re-
building the spirit of independence ia the people of this state). 
Dear Sir: 
I submit that this article pre-
sents a challenge to anyone will-
ing to accept it. 
I believe it is · time we West 
Virginians took off the rose-col-
ored glasses our "illustrous State 
politicians" have given us, 
Governor Barron said in his 
State of the State message in 
January that unemployment in 
West Virginia has decreased dur-
ing his administration, I do not 
doubt the validity of the gover-
nor's statement, Certainly unem-
ployment has decreased - those 
Dear Editor: 
Last Wednesday evening I at-
tended the mix in the Student 
Union. Before I went I didn't 
think to empty my purse of its 
valuable contents, but someone 
was kind enough to do the job 
for me. 
without jobs left the State to 
find work! 
During the Kennedy Adminis-
tration, and apparently continu-
ing into· Mr. J ohnson's, West Vir-
ginia is on the list for economic 
assistance. Marshall University 
proposed a Research Center that 
would entice industries to locate 
in this area. MU applied to the 
ARA for a grant to "get the 
machinery in motion." The grant 
was denied. Why? Too ambitious 
was the reason given by the 
ARA official. The whole state is 
suffering blight and the govern-
ment says we are too ambitious. 
HOGWASH! 
I have no evidence to support 
my statement, but I wonder what 
State official " blew-the-deal?" 
Actually, we have no one to 
blame but ourselves. We elected 
him. 
THE PARTHENON Wednesday, February 26, 1964 
Kay Collins Is New Military Ball Queen 
BEAMING HER THANKS as she is crowned mill tary ball queen at the military ball Saturday 
night is Kay Collins, Huntington sophomore, as (from le ft) Bunny Kennedy, Mount Hope Junior; 
Ted Booth, Huntington senior and cadet col. anti Melville Neely, Kenova junior and cadet ney 
tenant grin their approbation. Obviously enjoy Ing bis job of doing the crowninr is Lt. Col. Pat-
ric H. Morgan, profesosr of military science. 
Parents' Weekend Goes Intellectual 
It is my opinion that if there 
are p e op 1 e that hard up for 
money they should ask for a stu~ 
dent loan or get a job. If the 
,students of Marshall University 
can't even feel safe to leave their 
things in their own S t u d e n t 
Union for five minutes without 
fear of theft then I think some-
thing is lacking. May be a class 
should be required in ethical 
codes on the campus: I know that 
I am not alone in my loss, Other 
students have had this same 
problem; but until s· om eon e 
speaks out against these petty 
thefts they will continue on this 
campus. 
At the basis of West Virginia's In past yea rs Parents' Weekend It is planed -that the parents M. Sayre, director of d evelopment 
problems is a general lack of m i g ht have made parents will be able to chose two of eight and a lumni affairs from the staff. 
education of the mass. How we think, "All plays and no work lectures to attend Saturday aft er- The. adult seminar plan, if 
will improve is questionable makes poor Jack 's grades bad" n oon, These talks will be led by adopted this year, will be tested 
when our schools suffer from a but not this year, The emphasis the faculty and will deal with for two years before becoming a 
lack of qualified teachers. No is shifting this May 9-10 to the topics interesting t o the conscien- ,permanent part of the program. 
wonder good teachers are1 scarce. aoademic aspects of student life tous adult. 
The salaries are geared to the at Marshall. The I>arents ' Weekend Commis-
economy of 1900! Why any good In addition to the traditional sion feels that with the addition 
teachers would stay in West Vir- events of the festive weekend of the adult seminar the parents 
ginia is doubtful. But still, you such .as the ROTC drills, a play w:ill be able to see the full scope 
and I go to Marshall, graduate, p res en t e d by the univer sity's of university activities, both aca-
pack our bags, and leave. We do dramatists, the ODK awards, the demic and social. 
To think that someone would 
enjoy relieving a fellow student 
of his money so much that he 
can't bear to miss any thing. I 
believe that you should be able 
to enjoy a mix without fear of 
returning to find a coat, a bill-
fold, or a purse missing, I feel 
sorry for these people who can't 
keep their hands off other peo-
ple's money, and I hope that I 
never stoop so low as to do some-
thing like that. , 
have a right to a "decent living." Mother's Day Sing and music by Coordinators of the commission 
But we also have to have dedi- .. the Big Green Band, an adult are: Jean Cattano, Wheeling 
cated people in West Virginia: seminar h as been tentatively set sophomore, and Jack Babcock, 
People with foresight and vision up for the parents. At present Huntington sophom or e on the st u-
for the future and this state. plans are incomplete. However, dent level and Paul Collins, ad-
What we need least of all are the the advisory board has given · its minist rative assistant and direc-
relief - leeches, the provincially approva l to the seminar plans. tor of adult educat ion, and John 
narrow - minded, petty politici-
ans and those who feel the gov-
ernment owes them a living. 
It is a challenge. It is a chal-
lenge with a bleak future. When 
you get to the bottom, there is 
nothing to do but go up - or die. 
If WE stay, and work, and fight, 
and fight some more, West Vir-




Childish Vandals Deface Union 
The current trend for expressing dissatisfaction or disap-
proval on campus seems to be to paint a sign. 
Any sign will do but it is considered best to have the sign 
where all can see. The latest testimony to this trend is the new 
paint job which appeared on the west end of the Shawkey Stu-
dent Union since Friday. It declared "Young Americans for Free-
dom - "Communist Front Organization," a hammer and sickle, 
Maybe if enough people ieal-
ize the problem we can find a 
cure for it, maybe a place can 
be set up where we can keep our 
purses that will be safe from 
sticky fingers. 
HONOR STUDENTS and YAF-USSR. The union has been whitewashed and once 
more stands unblemished. 
Kappa Delta Pi, education hon- The fact remains that some of us are being rather childish. 
orary, will fete the freshman When we .disapprove, we, like children with a new box of cray-
honor students with a reception ons, rush to the nearest wall and work our vengeance in words 
tonight at 7:30 p. m . in North and pictures. 
Parlor of Old Main. 
Stop and think of the reputa-
tion Marshall University could 
get if this should happen to a 




Unlike children, however, we lack a disciplinary influence 
Dr. D. Banks Wilburn, dean to force us to correct our error - And more pathetic, we lack 
of Teachers College, and Vir- backbone of our own which should either restrain us from such 
ginia Polk, retired Marshali · in- actions or prompt us to accept · our punishment. 
structor, will speak to the group. THE EDITORS 
t"-;:=::===============================::::::::::::::::::::::=::1 
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DEBATE TOURNEY 
The Marshall Debate Squad 
will journey to Capital Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio, Saturday 
to participate in a novice tourna-
ment, according to Dr. Ben 
H ope, instructor of speech and 
coach of the debate team. 
The topic for debate will be 
"The Federal Government should 
guarantee an opportunity f or 
higher education to all qualified 
high school graduates." Debat ing 
for the affirmative side will be 
Stephen Edington, Huntington 
freshman and Linda Sanford, 
Bluefield freshman. Speaking for 
the negative side are Ronald Jar-
rell, P oint Pleasant freshman, 
and Carl Keener, Huntington ju-
nior. 
• 
Your hourly need: constructive 
ideas. You cannot make them -
only find them. Wha t makes 
them tor you ? A free public lec -
t ure on "The Origin and Power 
o f Tho ug ht " by Pau l S tark 
Seeley of The Christian Science 
Board of Lectures hip offers a ~, . 
a nswer. Eve ryone is welcome. 
· Thursday, Februa17 1'1 ,:11 P.11. 
CAMPUII Clllllft1AN CENT 
by the· 
CltrtsUaa l!leleaee Organization 




Just About Everybody Reads.Book Of The Yearl 
Yes, it's true. Just about everybody on campus will read the 
book of the year - William Golding's "Lord of the Flies." 
The paperbacks had not been received at the Bookstore last 
week, but as soon as the first shipment arrived The Parthenon's 
photographer, Joseph Shields, hurried around campus to record 
the upsurge in readership. 
Sure enough., everywhere he looked there were students and 
29 Have Perfect Averages 
facutlty members reading the book of the year. They read as they 
walked, or as they worked. Some played cards and read. Eating 
never stopped them either. Occasionally they took time out to 
snooze, but their book was not far away. 
Yes, everybody is reading the book of the year. Well, almost 
everybody, that is. 
Dean's List Students Are Named 
Dean's Lists for the -three un- Barbara Everett, Constance Rees, 
dergmdu•ate colleges have been Constance McIntyre, Sharon Run-
announced :for the first semester yan, Sue DeJarnett, Dixie Cook, 
1963-64. A total of 29 students Carolyn Kyle, Judi th Shearer, 
compiled perfect averages of 4.0. Diann Whitney, Bill Fields, Sara 
Those with 4.0 averages are EHison, Dolores Or I er, Roberta 
Carolyn Fleming, Nancy Stump, Simpkins, Jane Virgallito, and 
Catherine Im,brogno, Sharon Sharon Waren. 
Grant, Carolyn Christian, Anna- Teachers College juniors are 
bel Lenning, Betty Jean Kratoh- Amy Lou C ,ant I e Y, Margaret 
will, Victori-a Miller, Karen Jones, Sayre, Francis Fabi, Grace Woods, 
Caroline Stanley, Joseph Hughes, ,t;dward Pelts, Anna Chapman, 
Sally Jewell, Constance Mullins, Cheryl Skidmore, Karen Ferrell, 
Becky Barkhurst, Gloria Given. Martha Harrison, James Jacobs, 
Mary Connell, Judith Glenn, Martha Sellers, Ronald Morgan, 
Gloria Chafin, Lois Kinkead, Paige Estler, Judith Bowen, 
James Thompson, Theodore Wiley, Tris ha Ball, Patricia McGrath, 
Llovd Lewis, Jane Mc C ask e y, Barbara Harshbarger, J •ane True, 
Thomas Alley, Mary Lou Raeber, and Ernestine Capehart. 
Charles Ross, William Young, Ada Teachers College seniors are 
Rife, and John Coulter. Mary Copenhaver, Nancy DeJour-
Students who compiled aver- nett, Judith Hurley, Linda Pen-
ages of 3.5 or better as Teachers vose, Dannie Jones, Sonia Bebout, 
College freshmen are Ar Ii n e Lily Wray Naylor, Phyllis Rob-
Roush, •Maurine Osborne, Cheryl erts, Connie Jones, Barbara Diggs, 
Stalker, Nancy Glaser, Jane Bal'lbara Foster,. Bar.bara Schuda, 
Woodburn, Jane Bowen, Lynn Judith Burgess, Piaula Goodson, 
Slavin, Randall Morgan, Karen Karen Smith. 
Knotts, Barbara Carter, and Con- Sharon Griffith, Charles Walk-
nie Jenkins. er, Claren Brooks, D or o t h y 
Sophomore Teachers College Brown, William Holbrook, Dolo-
students averages with above 3.5 res Johnson, Lonnie Lucas, Mich-
are Charles Lloyd, Irene Brand, ael Muth, Harry -Raczok, Carol 
Karen Akers, Barbara Aitkinson, Hoilman, Jeanne Moulton, Marna 
Paulovicks, Dorothy Grove, Fran- Seniors in the College of Arts 
ces Milstead, Dorothy T,hompson, and Sciences are Sarah Boll, Tho-
V i c t o r i a Smith, Susan Lauer, mas Beatty, David Lindsley, Ar-
Carolyn Adkins, Mary O'Brien, thur Robertson, Thomas Marris, 
Nell Hamrick, Rita Webb, and Daniel Ferguson, Edward Wheat-
Linda Thurston. ley, Steven M e ado w s, James 
Freshmen in the C o 11 e g e of Baker, Gary Akers, Samuel Mc-
Arts and Sciences with averages Kinney, James Noll, Luci 11 e 
of 3.5 or above are Lowell Ad- Smi.th, Clarence Mo ore, Linda 
kins, Sis-ter M. J. Reger, Linda Davis, Glor -i a Fulford, Robert 
Hoover, Devorah Adkins, Mary Bolen, Teddy Booth, R i ch a r d 
Hagan, Terrence Steiner, Kathryn Denison, and George Fleshman. 
Dilworth, Carl Schuler, J ·ackie Stuaents in the College_ of Alp-
Moss, Deleno Webb, Susan Car- plied Science are Paris Wiley, 
ney, Irene Schreuder, Patricia William Smith, and David Clere, 
Dean, Jane Woodard, Elizabeth freshmen; Richard Hodges and 
Hanson, Charles Honaker, Rebec- Timothy Huffman, sophomores; 
ca Gates, and Patricia Faller. Sally Wilson, Barbara Bell, and 
S op h om o r e s in Arts and Hazel Legg, juniors. 
Sciences are John Duncan, J•anis _____________ _ 
O'Hara, Margaret Janssen, Wil-
liam Shaver, Donald Little, Her-
man Jenkins, Carolyn McCone!, 
Fred Smith, Herbert Witte, and 
World's Fair Jobs 
Are Still Available 
Charles Yarbrough. According to Robert P. Alex-
Junibrs in that colleg are Tracy ander, Director of Placement, 
Terrell, Teddy Napier, Paul Rice, ''The Marshall University Place-
Diane Hinkle, Donna Hughes, Re- ment Office is handling job op-
becca McDaniel, James Bobbitt, por.tunities for the New York 
Sharon Estep, William -Summer, World's Fair which will be open 
June Patton, Caro I y -n Allen, from April to October in 1964 and 
Lawrence Dezio, Elaine Keagy, 1965. 
Andrew M.cQueen, Gerald Miller, Jobs for woman students to 
and Louis Southworth. guide tours through West Vir-
ginia's $800,000 pavillion are being "' 
decided upon by the West Vir-
ginia ~partment of Commerce 
hr• ol ,i,. IIH, Wift,am Gok/io9 N. ~, 
ltr• .t rilt fl;,, Wilham Gold/09 
Lwd ti !1tt FU., Wdliom Gold,-, 
J .~ ,.,, ., lk ffiu wm, ... Gtldii,g 
.. lotJ ,I 1h flits Willia GolJioot 
in Charleston. 
The Brass Rail, a catering serv-
ice which will run the conces-
sions at the fair,· is offering job 
openings for both sexes. Applica-
tions which are still being ac-
cepted are available at the place-
ment office. 
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Broadly Educated Specialists 
B7 M. J. BATBBONE, 
Cbalrman of the Board, 
Standard Oil Co. (New Jene7) 
It is always a rewarding exper-
ience for me to come back to West 
Virginia, where I was born and 
grew up. My present visit means 
all the more to me because of this 
opportunity to come to Marshall 
University and to receive this 
honor which you have been kind 
enough to pay me. I will always 
be grateful for this distinction. 
Marshall University has given 
much to West Virginia and to the .__ __________________________ ...,.. _____________ .,..... ____________ _. 
whole country. More graduates atomic en err y, Jet propulsion, ly automated a manufacturing of whom goes on through high 
have gone from Marshall into the television, antibiotics, and space system may be, the higher the school and c o 11 e g e, while the" 
·school system of this state than travel. skills required not only to design other leaves school and soon goes 
from any other college. Among I realize that statements like it but to build, operate, and main- to work. The cost of the college 
your alumni across the nation are these are often discounted as tain it as well. man's extra eight years of school-
distinguished p e op l e in every mere talk. But I do not think we In fact, our economy not only ing, plus the wages. he would 
field from industry and scientific as a nation have yet quite grasp- needs s k i 11 e d people-it also have earned if he had spent those 
research to college administra- ed. the extent to which technolo- needs their wages. If an auto- years in a job, might total as 
tion. gical change has accelerated in mated economy employed chiefly much as $25,000. But experience 
I am particularly glad to be our time. Nowadays it may take unskilled and low-paid workers, shows that his lifetime earnings 
here on the occasion of your An- only a very few years from the few people could afford to buy its once he does go to work will ex-
nual H on o r s Convocation, in first discovery of a new pheno- improved and m o r e abundant ceed those of the grade-school 
which a number of your students menon, such as the super-con- products. graduate by an average $280,000. 
are recognized for outstanding ductivity of metals at very low In recent years economists have That is better than a 10-to-l re-
achievement. This is one of the temperatures, to the successful begun to give a good deal of at- turn on his investment. 
means by which Marshall chal- application of that phenomenon tention to this matter of skills. Education has not always play-
lenges its able students to deve- in engineering. When you con- They have come to realize that a ed such a big part in our econ-
lop their potential abilities to the sider that some 90 per cent of the man's skill-whether he works omy. Some students of American 
full. In this respect you are set- research scientists who have ever with his head, his hands, or both economic history have discovered 
ting a timely example, because lived are still alive today, and - is a vitally important kind of a major shift in this respect dur-
the discovery and development that about half the research and capital; and that the education ing the present century. For the 
-.of unusual human talent is just , development money spent in all and t r a i n i n g from which he period from 1900 to 1929, they 
about the most important invest- Al. J. latlabone the history of the United States learns that skill is an equally find that investment in physical 
ment that we can make in our was spent in the last eight years, important kind of investment. capital-buildings, machines, in-
country today. Only by that kind M.· J. Rathbone, chairman of you can be sure that this tech- In the past, economists didn't ventories and equipment - was 
of investment can we equip the the board of Standard Oil Com. nological acceleration is by no pay much attention to skill at all. about twice as big a factor in our 
oncoming generation to meet a pany of New Jersey, was scbe- means at an end. As long as in- To an economist of a century national economic growth as edu-
problem which is to a great ex- duled to appear yesterday as dustries strive for competitive aro "labor" meant unskilled .man- cation. But the phenomenal ex-
tent new in American history; the main speaker at the Honors efficiency, and nations for mili- ual labor which re q u i re d no pansion of our e c o no my since 
the quickening march of tech- Convocation (after Parthenon tary security, these expenditures special traininr, could be mea- 1929 actually owes more to edu-
nology and its effect on the way press time) and r e c e I v e an are going to continue going up- sured In man-hours, and could cation than it does to investments 
our working people earn their honorary dep-ee from Marshall with increasing effects on our be moved more or less at will in physical capital. 
daily bread. University. daily lives. from farmlnr to manufaeturlnr The flcures on education tend 
Historically, this country has A native of West Vlrrlnla, The great question is: What or from one process to another. to confirm this. In 1930 less than 
always turned to the schools and Mr. Rathbone was due to five kind of effects-good or bad? Up This abstract picture was never 30 per cent of our younr people 
colleges to meet the needs of the an address entitled! "Buman to now the benefits have far out- entirely true to We, and it bas p-aduated from hlrh school; now 
day. During much of the nine- Talent - The Great Invest- weighed the difficulties of ad- become less true with each pass. lbe percentare Is· about 65. In 
teenth century, the movement to ment." That address appears as justment. Our abundant economy Ing generation. The value of an 1930 collere de,rees were award-
establish free public schools was today's Lyceum. could. scarcely operate without employee's labor, whether at a ed to H0,000 people; this year the 
a burning issue in c o u n t 1 e s s the automation, synthetics, and work bench or behind a desk, ls number will be about half a mil-
localities and state legislatures. This is, of course, a nationwide other technology introduced in affected more and more by the lion. In the past S5 yean the total 
If that movement had not sue- problem. Nowhere has it been the last generation. One authority education and training be or she price tar on the education and 
·ceeded, there could have been felt more acutely than right here estimates, for instance, that to received In school, In collere, or training which members of ~e 
no real growth of popular self- in West Virginia. The old labor- handle today's nationwide load on the Job. Amer I can labor force CarT7 
government in the United States; intensive methods of mining coal of telephone calls with the tech- Of course this econ6mic value around In their beads bas appro-
no educational base for the de- long ago began to lose out to nology of 1920 would require all doesn't come free of charge. Both .1:lmately trebled, and stands to-
velopment of . the hundreds of more e ff i c i e n t mechanical the w o r k e rs in the whole the student and the ~ommunity day at well over $600 million-
skilled trades needed in our methods.· This was inescapable if country! pay for it. The educational bill or roughly $10,000 for every em-
growing economy; and no effec- coal was to stay competitive in Naturally, we all hope that the in the United States now comes ployed person. 
tive way of "melting" millions of the energy market. The result, as further. advance of technology to some $25 billion a year, which All these figures simply point 
people from many national and you know all too well, has been will bring further rises in living covers only the actual cost of up a truth which is so much a 
cultural origins into the main a major economic and h u man standards, in personal comforts, running the educational system. part of our daily experience that 
stream of American life. readjustment for the whole Ap- recreation, learning, travel, free In addition, to be fair we must we tend to ignore it: The most 
Similarly, at the college level, palachian region. time for cultural and humani- also count the _value of the work important capital that any econ-
when President Lincoln sipaed Let me say that I admire very tarian pursuits - everything to which the student would have omy possesses ls in the s k 1111 
the Morrill Land Grant Act in much the . effectiveness w i t h which a free society should as- done if he had spent the same which pedple carT7 around In 
1862 - and when state rovern- which West Virginians have tak- pire. But these results will not years earning a living instead of their beads. 
ments beran to 111pport colleres en up this challenge. You have be automatic. And they certainly studying. These costs are a mea- The significance of this truth 
like Mar!!ball - t]J.e foundations had considerable success in at- will not occur unless our tech- sure of the educational invest- can be easily understood if we 
were laid for a tr e m en do us tracting new investments, especi- nological development, brought ment we make in · our human imagine two countries. In the 
spread of hlrber education, pro- ally in manufactures, and in fur- about by a small creative minor- capital. first country, only about 20 per 
vlcllnc large D111Dbers of educat- ther diversifying your economy. ity, is matched by an appropriate But few investments are more cent of the people can read and 
ed people to develop the West, to Equally impressive is your pro- development in skills and abili- rewarding. T~e two boys gradu- write; there are only one physi-
teach In our acbools, and to man- gram in retraining workers and ties among the great majority of ating from the' eighth grade, one cion and one engineer for every 
ap the hure industrial and tech- placing the trainees in new jobs. the pepple. If we fail to make •-------------~--------------, 
Dical ,rowth of our economy In These efforts have brought in- adequate investments in what is 
the reneratlon following the Civil creases in personal incomes, pro- sometimes called our "h u m an 
War. duction figures, bank deposits- capital," then the most brilliant 
PRESCRIPl'ION SPrC'lALIST 
124 ZOth St. - Bundn,ton, W. Va. 





DltTe-Up·Wllulow -- l'Nie DellVel'1 
. PHONE 525-7618 
Decisions such as these in the and a steady decrease in the flowering of technology in all 
educational fie 1 d have been number of unemployed. Other history could prove to be, in hu-
among the most influential - parts of the country which have man terms, a mass catastrophe. 
th O u g h least remembered - similar problems could doubtless Only in recent years have we 
turninlLPOints in the shaping of learn some useful lessons from begun to wake up to the demands 
modern) America. Only as we West Virginia. which a high state of technology 
have armed our people with the But my concern today ls broad- makes on the skills of the work-
powers of education have we er than any one economic or er. For many years our popular 
been able to cope with new chal- tecbnolofical chance. Tecbnolou Pi c tu re of automation was of 
lenges and to attain new levels Js moving fast nowadays. and some kind of mechanical marvel 
of freedom. And so it is today alone a very broad front. A.lmo8t sitting in the middle of a factory 
as our country turns to face a certainly, the reneratlon now 10 floor, pouring forth a stream of 
new question: How can we equip school and collere will ro through finished products while one un-
our future citizens, workers and a Wetlme of tecbnolorfcal inno- skilled and very bored attendant 
leaders alike, to live and prosper vatlons that will be no less revn- stood by waiting to be told to 
in an age of galloping technol- lutlonary, and perhaps a Jood push the "off" button. The reality 
ogy? . deal more so, than the age of 1S quite different. The more high- '-------------------------,--:---....,.., 
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Termed Need Of Future 
50,000 people; and other skills in of these economies is still in its tened by such prospects - pro- ,ing and old departmental lines zation,. for which our schools 
proportion. Suppose this country, early stages. . vided that the quality of our obsolete. Whole new sciences must somehow prepare today's 
by some miracle, should suddenly The key difference is not in eaucation keeps pace with the with names like "bionics" and children. The educator, on . his 
find itself with a physical plant physical resources or factories advance of technology. Man is "cryogenics" have sprouted from side, looks ahead and sees huge 
equal to that of the United States but in human capital - the tech- the most adaptable of all beings. obsc'ure specialties in a few p·roblems of staffing, curriculum, 
-factories, modern farms, power nical and managerial skills which He is born unspecialized. His years. The demands of speciali- financing, and community sup-
lines, superhighways and. all the Europe and Japan possessed brain and his hand can be turned zation threatens to squeeze out port, all of which the business-
• rest. And suppose a second coun- abundantly, but '16-hich the less to an infinity of different tasks. the basic liberal studies without an might be able to help him 
try, similar to the United States, developed societies must still But this adaptability soon with- which our future leaders would solve. 
went · through a reverse process, work many years to acquire · ers and dies unless it is nour- be ill-equipped to understand For example, when local school 
losing all its phtsical capital but through intensive and large-sc.ue ished by education. Education is and deal with human nature. authorities see the need for new 
keeping all its advanced protea- education. I am glad to say that the foundation on which all spe- Teacher training is not every- financing for school construe-
. sional and technical skills. Let my own company, and other in• cialized skills should rest. where up to standard, often too tion. or for better compensation 
ten years go by-and c:an any- ternational business firms which Before a student becomes a divorced from general educa- for teachers, what support can 
body doubt· that ·the country with operate in these countries, play specialist of any kind he should tion, and hampered by inade- they count on from the business 
the skills would end with a high- a . useful part in_ this process fint learn to understand what he quate incentives and prestige. community in formulating the 
er living standard? - through ihe extensive education- reads; to think for himself and Perhaps worst of all, many of proposal and in explaining the 
Bui we don't have to re1y on. al and technical training work expftSS bis thourhts clearly; to our young people seem to live J?.eed for it to the voters? The 
imagination. Recent international which w:e carry out in the nor- handle the basic tools of mathe- in an environment which has not many battles over finances which 
experience proves the same point. mal course. of · our business. matlcs In their applleatlon to caused them to understand how are fought and lost every year in 
We have seen Western Europe, However, our educational pro- daily · life; to rrasp some of the vital · it is for them to develop American school districts re-
much of whose physical plant blem. here at home is more com- realities of bis natural and bu- their minds. minds us that this is not an aca-
lay in ruins at the. end of World plex. The d y n am I c chan«es man · environment. If. he has I am sure you at Marshall demic question. If we in businesi 
War II, rebuilt as g<?od as new- which ..-e taklq pl~e In our Jn- learned these things be will have know these problems at least as really wiµit a healthy community 
. better than new, in fact-in a •ustrta1 econ•1 impose on · as learned how to learn. Such an well as I do! And I realize too and an educated, versatile labor 
very few years. The four-year not one ·but two educational re- ~ducatlon Is like a muter key that our ability to cope with force, we should take the lead in 
Marshall Plaii aid program play~ qulrements. . . . Utat opens many doors. The man educational problems is limited persuading the community to 
ed a vital part, but the main The first of these requirements who has It need never fear be- to a great extent by the econo- pay the price. 
work of rebuilding_ was done by is' a general upgrading of skills comtni the prisoner of an obso- mic sHuation, and particularly Money is not the only thing 
Europeans themselves with their among our working population. lete sklll. · by the tax base on which our business can offer to the schools. 
advanced skills and organizing The percentage of unskilled jobs · Such, then, are some of the school systems largely rest. Quite often a school system is 
experience. The same i$ true of in our labor force is going down, educational needs created by the Nevertheless, the problem will weak in an area such as voca-
Japan. and the petcentage of highly accelerating technology of our not ro away. It is up to schools tional training or economics. In 
By contrast, it is now 15 years skilled professional and technical time. Their practical importance and .colleres and communities which t,he resources of the busi-
since the United States and other jobs is going up. That is one for our coutncy's future might throu1hout the nation to pve re- ness community can be of real 
advanced countries b e g a n to reason why it is so very . impor- well be . summed up in these · newed · attention to such ques- assistance. Just as one example, 
take an interest in the . develop- tant today for each student to three questions: · tions as the quality of Jnstrue- a number of firirls, incl~ my 
ment of less advanced econom- stay in school or college and · to -Are the brilliant frew crea- tlon; the slse of classes; and the own, have recently given sup-
' ies in· Latin America, Asia and learn up to the limit of his · or motivation of students. At ·the port to a new approach to the 
Africa. Despite the investment of her actual· potential. · · ting, through technology, a collere level better opportunities teaching of economics in junior 
b ·11· in l · The s~nd requ1·rement can be gulf of skill requirements and cballen1- must be provided h' h ' -~ studi many i ions oans and grants ~w which the many ore not being .... 1g . scqools, us"'6 case es 
from abroad, plus even more in summed up in one word: adap- · equipped to cross? for the ablest students. We must m American business history. 
priva\e investment, the growth tability. In our complex economy find a way to tum out speelallsts T h is experiment is proving 
specialized .skills are as import- -Are the brilliant few crea- who are al9o liberally edueated. highiy successful · in turning an 
E • • G ant as ever - but the special- a
nd college students, in this We must equip teacben with often dull subject into a most 
nglri88rlng rOUp ists don't stay put as long as which 'the many are not being broad education 1111 well as teach- interesting one, and 1we hope to 
Channes Its Name they used to. Some 70 per cent · merely trained in one or an- 1n, skills, and we must make see it spread. 
• of the skilled trades in Ameri- 0ther skill - which can rapid- teachln« more attractive to our i-------S--d ...... -.------. 
1'1\e Engineering Association can manufacturing in the year ly become obsolete - but not pfted yoUDr men and women. tu Y ID 
has recent 1 y been !ormed to 1900 do not exist today. · It· is a educated in how to learn, Finally, we have a problem of G d I • M • 
"strive for b e t t e r relation~hips safe bet that a large proportion think. improvise and adapt in communication to solve. How UI a IJara~ eXl(O 
among the engineering classes," of today's skills will become. ob- a fast-changing economy? much do the educators whose 
a cc or din ,g .to Tom Virgallito, solete in the shorter period be- -Will America toward the task it is to develop our "hu-
Huntington senior. tween now and the year 2090 - end of this century, when to- man capital," and the business 
The group has dissolved the which is a period shorter than day's school generation will and industrial leaders who will 
Engineering Society. The new or- the average man's working life- be in the prime of life, find put the largest single share of 
ganization is open to all engi- time. itself saddled with. a growing that capital to work. really know 
neering students who ha~e com- A young man who is in a trade class of half-trained, embit- about each other's needs? The 
pleted one semester with a 2. en- school today, studying a recog- tered people on the edge of businessman looks into · the fu-
gineering average. nized specialty like typewriter our society, unemployed · or ture and sees a continuing revo-
llecently e l e c t e d were John or jet engine maintenance, is under-employed, warping the lution in ~echnology and organi. 
Cash, Huntington senior, presi- thereby greatly improving his economy and weakening the 
dent; Virgallito, first vice presi- earning prospects - but for how very processes of self-govern-
dent; Fred Charles, Huntington many years? Nobody can be ment? 
senior, s e c on d vice president; sure. He could well find, by the I fully realize that these ques-
John Tagnesi. Annawalt senior, time he reaches middle age that tions confront our educational 
secretary; and D av id Carper, the ,machines he so laboriously system at a time when it is al-
Spencer senior, •treasurer. H. J. learned to maintain have been ready under strain. Population 
Skidmore, associate professor of superseded by a basically differ- growth is swamping schools in 
engineering, is serving as faculty ent technology. many places. New scientific 
adviser. There is no need to be frigh- 1 knowledge is making old teach-
The group will meet the first 
Thursday of each month in the 
basement of the cafeteria. Speak-
ers of general interest, not neces-
88rily from the engineering pro-
fession, will appear on the pro-
grams. 
5,000 New Books 
Ordered This Year 
20 Women Pledge 4 Sororities 
In Bigger Than. Normal Rush 
Twenty w om e n pledged four .tricia Pierce, Middlebourne, Ohio 
sororities last week at the end of sophomore; Mary Lawson, Mid-
second semester rush. dlebourne, Ohio junior; Marcia 
According to the Dean of Wo- Bradford, Huntington freshman; 
men's Office, this is a little larger Ann Gracie, Huntington fresh-
than the usual number of women man; Bev Carne y, Huntington 
The James E. Morrow Library pl-edging second semester. This freshman; and Judy S-h ear er, 
will receive 5,000 new books this was probably due to the number Dunbar sophomore. 
year, according to H a r o l d W. fo women graduating or leaving Sigma Kappa pledges are Gar-
Apel, head librarian, who also rehool in J·anuary. net Varnum, Huntington fresh-
said that .books are passing into Huntington led the l is .t with man. Barbara Brown Huntington 
the closed stacks from the reserve eight1 of its w om e ,n pledging. sop~more, and Kathleen Six, St. 
table in the main reading room Charleston, Clarksburg, St. Al- Albans freshman. 
at a rate of about 100 each week. bans, and Middle.bourne, Ohio Sigma Sigma s i gm 11 pledged 
A . wide _variety of ,Jo~ics, ruch each had t~o pledging. Janet Williamson. Veronica Fla-
as the ,,biography, Sir Robe~ Afpha Sigma Alpha pledged •herty, and Rebecca Mayo, all 
Walpole, ,by J. H. Plumb, reli- Maureen Cooksey, Charleston Huntington freshmen· Judy Con-
, •~e American . Churches," and Delta Zeta pledged Jean Ann Oli~eto Clarksburg fre~man; 
, ,overnment lipeC1als such as "Ap- Sette~trom, St. Albans fresh- . ' . . 
portionment and Representative man; Nancy C. Byard, Clarks- Nancy Leach, Umon freshman, 
Government" by Alfred de Gra- burg sophomore; Linda Brabban, and Jeanne Alleman. Parkersburg 
The Guadalajara Summer School, a 
fully accredited University of Arizona 
program, conducted in cooperation 
with professors from Stanford Uni-
versity, University of California, and 
Guadalajara, will offerJune ~ to 
August 8,1, art, folklore, geogra-
phy, history, language and literature 
CoSlrses, Tuition, board and room is 
$2(>5. Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, 




The campus cutie has the 
Professor's Apprentice 







gious texts like W. W. Sweet's freshman. ner Charleston soph~more· Mary I 
zia appear on the reserve table. South Charleston freshman; Pa- freslunan. . '-· ___________________________ , 
I 
'· 
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The Full Story Behind Headlines 
WVU Inks MU's Grant-In-Aid Athlete 
B7 DAVID PEYTON honorable · mention on the all-
Aalstant Sports Editor state Class AA team. Neither is 
"All the world's a stage," It due to the fact that Joplin is 
Shakespeare said, and if this is exceptionally over-proportioned 
the case, Marshall University has physically. The senior at Mate-
been having its own brand of wan weirbs 190 pounds and is 
drama for the past few days. an inch shy of six feet. 
The drama has centered around · Here's what caused the ruckus. 
the Athletic Departments of Mar- Back in January, Coach Snyder 
shall and West Virginia Univer- expressed interest in Joplin as a 
sity. The participants include grid prospect for MU. Snyder got 
Gene Corum, WVU head football the lead on the halfback from 
coach, Charlie Snyder, MU's foot- Coach Keatley of Matewan, who 
ball mentor, Jim Keatley, coach graduated last summer from MU 
of Matewan High School's eleven, and assumed a coaching job in 
and halfback Pleasant Joplin of the Mingo County community. 
Matewan High. The name of the . Then, in the same month, ac-
play might be, "Halfback, Half- cording to Snyder, Joplin was 
back, Who's Got the Halfback?" invited., along with his mother, 
But when one tries to d1Scover to come to MU and tour the cam-
the moral to the episode, that is pus, go to a basketball game, 
where the action begins, because and talk over the possibility of 
Snyder says there is a moi:al. Joplin's coming to MU under a 
Corum says there isn't, and thf' grant-in-aid in football. But MU 
twain are not expected to meet was by no means the only col• 
in the near future. lege or university that was after 
Probably never in the history the back. 
of MU bas there ever been a According to Jo p Ii n's high 
more dJscussed rr_id prospect than school coach, Ke at I e y, it was 
Pleasant Joplin. There have been about a week after Joplin's visit 
more hirh rankior · recruits, to to the MU campus that he re-
be sure, althourh Joplin was an ceived an offer from WVU to 
MU Defeated Sy Toledo; 
Barons Visit Tomorrow 
Breaking records isn't fun - especially when someone else 
is breaking them and at your expense. 
But this is just the way it · happened last Saturday at Toledo 
University as the Rockets set three school scoring records and 
tied another in the process of defeating the faltering Big Green, 
112-83. 
The Rocket records were set --------------
for the most points scored in a Welt Smittle and Butch Clark 
game, the most points scored in both made 12. "Leaping Levi" 
a conference game, and the most Lauvray made it under the wire 
field goals made in a conference to score 10. 
same, 41. Toledo threw every,thing and 
TU's previous high score was everyone it had into the clash in 
108 while the previous number e final minutes when they knew 
of field goals was 40. the tilt was sewed up. All total-
There was one obvious reason ed, the Rockets used 13 men as 
for the overwhelming defeat of c O m Pared to 10 for MU: Five 
the green-poor shooting. While cagers f~r TU also scored m the 
Toledo was hitting the bucket double figures. 
with a 53 per cent aver,age, the There was a time in the be-
men of Marshall only came across ginning of the second half when 
with '32 per cent. • MU fans saw a glimmer of hope. 
Strangely enough, scoring 'J'.railing 52-47 at the half, Fran-
honors for ,the tilt went to a ClS converted a 20-footer and a 
greenie. "Wild" Bill Francis tap- foul against Langfitt pushed the 
ped •in 25 .points ,to lead the pack. Green score to within two of TU. 
This was three more than the 'Af.ter this . brief glimmer of 
Rocket ace, Jim Cox. There were hope, the Big Green froze up so 
four other MU cagers -that made tight that nothing could warm 
it in the double figure column. their shooting percentage. Dur-
Tom Langfitt scored 13 while ing one five and one-half minute 
Foul-Shot Contest 
Set For Monday 
"intermission" on the part of the 
Green, the cagers failed to score 
once. On_ -the other side of the 
scoring column, the Rockets scor-
ed 14. 
The basketball f~-throw con- The only man to foul out on 
test will be held next Monday at the Green side of the slate was 
3:15 p.m. in Gullickson Hall, ac- Francis. With all the high scoring 
cording to Robert Dolgener, di- on the Rocket team, no one foul-
rector of intramurals. ed out. 
All students interested in par-. Tomorrow night at Memorial 
ticipating in the contest may sign Field House, tthe Green will go 
the list in the Student Union. against a new (to MU Basket-
Each contestant will receive 50 b,all) a n d relatively unknown 
attempts from. the foul line. To team from Steubenville College. 
be eligible, the student must sign The Barons of Steubenville have 
his name on the sheet located in height that compare to MtJ'a 
the union. The sheet must be cagers. The Barons' frosh play on 
signed prior to the toumame~t. the varsity squad and play rather 
The .person must appear at the regularly. 
time appointed or his name will Leading members of . the Bar-
be scratched from the list. The ons' squad are 6-1 Gar;>" Volgers-
list will be remov~ from the berger, 6-7 Randy Greene, 6-3 
Uinion tomorrow at' 3 p.m. No John Hummel, 6-3 Chuck Mont-
names will be accepted after that gomery, and 6-2 Dan Baldwin. 
time. Game time is 8 p.m. 
tour the campus and talk about 
a grant-in.aid with Corum and 
associates. The date for the trip 
to Morgantown was set for Feb. 
8 at that time, a c c or ding to 
Keatley. 
Accordior to Keatley, "Coach 
Snyder called me on Feb. 3-the 
day before Marshall slped Jop-
lln. I suppose that I mirht have 
riven the lmpllcatlon that Joplln 
was ready to aim with MU. So 
the next day C o a c h (Alvis) 
Brown (of MU) came up to sign 
him." , 
Coach Snyder said that Brown 
had been given the authorization 
to sign Joplin. Brown had no 
comment, but Snyder explained 
that Keatley "had told me that 
Joplin was ready to sign the 
grant." ~ 
"But," Snyder continued, 
"when Brown got up there, Jop-
lin said something about going 
to a n o t h e r school to make a 
visit." Keatley added that he 
\l(as sure that Brown knew of 
Joplin's scheduled trip to WVU. 
Snyder went on to say, "Brown 
totd Joplin that if he didn't sign 
at that time, he might not be 
aole ~o sign later, b e c a u s e I 
might not extend the waiver. It 
was at that time that Joplin and 
his mother signed the grant-in-
aid." 
If this were the end to the 
story, no differences of opinion 
would have resulted. But the 
fact that Joplin went to WVU on 
Feb. 8, plus the fact that Joplin 
signed a grant-in-aid with WVU 
last week, (Corum couldn't re-
member the exact date) set the 
scene for a barrage of words 
from both schools. 
There is & "gentleman's agree-
ment" among many schools, and 
conference rule! in other con-
ferences, that after a recruit has 
signed a grant-in-aid, all other 
schools keep their hands off! This 
means that once a boy signs a 
grant, he won't be able to sign 
with any other schools. Snyder 
stated in an earlier interview 
that "about 95 per cent of the 
other schools lay off." Evidently 
WVU isn't included in that num~ 
ber. 
"We've never had this kind or 
this sise problem with WVU be-
fore," Snyder commented, and 
Whitey Wilson, MU athletic di-
rector, said that, "This ls the 
first time this type of thlnr bas 
happened." 
Coach Snyder continued: "This 
is a moral and an ethical prob-
lem. As far as I'm co1'cerned, I 
wouldn't have signed a boy that 
Corum 'has already signed, and 
I still wouldn't try." 
"In the MAC," Snyder con-
tinued, "there is an agreement 
that is accepted by every mem-
ber of the conference that once a 
boy is signed, no one else in the 
conference can sign him. It's ethi-
cal-not a written rule." 
Does Coach C o r u m consider 
signing Joplin an ethical issue? 
"No, I don't. I don't think that 
the boy had made a complete 
decision at the time Marshall 
signed him. Also, I think that 
MU coaches knew this. After all, 
he was coming up here in just 
four days after he signed with 
Marshall, and the visit had been 
planned for three weeks." 
In reply to the last st~tement, 
Snyder said that there were ma ny 
boys who planned to visit Mar-
shall, but when they sigrted''with 
another school, they sent a notice 
already signed and were not com-
ing for a tour of the campus. 
Corum continued, "I think a 
boy should have a free choice in 
where he goes to school. We don't 
set any deadlines as to when the 
boys must sign." 
Snyder said that MU does not 
always set deadlines either. 
Perhaps some of the differ-
ences are a result of the differ• 
ent _systems of recruiting under 
which the coaches operate. Un-
like Snyder and bis conference's 
"unwritten law," Corum and bis 
conference bas a written law. 
Corum explained the system 
under which he operates by say-
ing, "We have a letter of intent 
that the boys sign, but they don't 
sign it until May 20. In other 
words, the intention doesn't be-
come effective until that time. It's 
the closest thing to a national 
letter of intent that there is to 
date. The Big Ten, the Big Eight, 
the Southeastern Conference, the 
Atlan.ic Coast Conference, the 
Missouri Valley Conference, the 
Southern Conference, the South-
western Conference, Penn State, 
Syracuse, and , Pittsburgh-all of 
these conferences and indepen-
dent schools issue this inter-con-
ference letter. In other words, 
after May 20 when a boy signs a 
letter with one of the members 
of these conferences, the others 
can't sign him. Last year, West 
Virginia University entered this 
agreement independently of the 
conference (the Southern Con-
ference) . This year the confer-
ence is joining in, too." 
So there's a point of difference. 
Corum and his conference has an 
"anything goes" period until May 
20, but the MAC isn't even in 
this inter-conference agreement. 
The only MAC agreement is the 
spoken word. 
Snyder said that he would like 
to see a national letter of intent. 
"I'm sure the small c o 11 e g e s 
wouldn't like to see it," Snyder 
said, "but I think it would do 
away with many problems." 
Accordlnr . to some q u o t e s 
about MU that Corum bas made 
~ the past week, one would think 
that there was real conflict be· 
tween the MU and WVU coaches. 
This myth , was exploded when 
Corum said, "I think that Coach 
Snyder ls one of the finest per-
sons that I have ever met. Be is 
a real rood coach, and I hope 
that there are no Ill feelings.'' 
When asked if he intended to 
recruit other MU prospect lio 
Corum said, "There may be a 
boy or two, but we're not out 
just for Marshall' recruits. We're 
out primarily after the ones who 
haven't made up their minds 
yet. We want each WVU recruit 
to be absolutely sure that llie 
really wants to go here." 
Then, Coach Snyder was asked 
if he was going to retaliate to 
the move on the part of Corum. 
Snyder had no comment at that 
time. 
What everyone seems to be 
asking is "Why?" Why did Jop-
lin decide on WVU over MU. 
The answer may be found in 
comments made by Coach Keat-
ley. 
"There were two reas·ona for 
his decision. First of all, you 
must understand that Joplin's 
father was killed in a mining 
accident a few years ago. His 
mother lives on Social Security 
or something like it. The South-
ern Conference grant-in-aid 0 1•-
fered him $15 a month for inci 
dental fees. Also, the MAC offer• 
eel him only four years of edu. 
cation. The SC grant offers him 
four years or the first degree ob-
tained, whichever comes .first." 
These two p o i n t s, found ir 
many conferences but not in th~ 
MAC, have caused MAC coachef 
including Snyder, t rouble in r, 
cruiting. . 
Being •an MU graduate, it wa 
thought that Katley possibly in• 
fiuenced J oplin to sign the con-
tract with Marshall. 
"I tried not to influence him 
unnecessarily. I told him of the 
advantare of Marshall belnr clos-
er to home, and of the fine coach-
ing staff, but I wanted the best' 
a c h o o I for bis own particular 
situation.'' ·-
When asked if he t h o u g ht 
there was an ethical issue in-
volved, K e a t l e y said, "I hold 
both Coach Corum and Coach 
Snyder in highest respect. They 
taught me everything I know 
and they are tremendous coaches. 
I think I'd better leave the ans-
wer to that one to them." 
The Athletic Department's at-
mosphere didn't go through any 
radical changes because of the 
action from Morgantown. Every-
one was still smiling. Whitey Wil-
son and Snyder still grinned 
b r o a d I y when they spotted a 
friend. Mrs. Betty Adkins, secre-
tary · st ill sat in the Athletir 
Office, . t y p i n g and answei;int: 
phone calls a b o u t basketball 
tickets and a multitude of othi::1 
things. Ray Cumberledge, assis-
tant athletic director, went about 
his job of gathering facts and 
writing news releases. 
But in one office, the assistant 
football coaches were still watch-
ing films of prospective football 
candidates, when someone came 
in and laughingly said, "What are 
you doing? Watching films of 
Pleasant?" 
No one laughed. 
~lpba J,oust 
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MU Matmen Down Morehead 
The Big Green wrestling team 
provided an extra attraction for 
the Region-Four State Wrest-
ling Tournament, when the MU 
1squad defeated the Morehead 
State College's wrestling team. 
'20-6, in Gullickson Hall Saturday 
,afternoon. 
tucky in the Gullickson Hall, at 
8 p.m., Friday and Findlay Col-
lege Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. 
·Marshall's · individuel results 
last Saturday ~re: Dave Cramp, 
won by decision in the 123-pound 
class; Jim May won decision, 130; 
George Daniels won deciaion, 137; 
Prelaz was pleased 
performance tu r n e d 
!team. 
with the Butbee won pin, 147; Richard 
in by his Jefferson, lost decision, 157; San-
The wrestling team's schedule 
,~r this week is: F.estern Ken-
sosti lost decision, 157; Larry 
Coyer won decision, 177; and Bob 
ett won decision, heavywet1ht. 
(Author of " Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" 
and " Barefoot Boy With Cheek''.) 
ECONOMICS CAN BE CHUCKLES . 
BOLDING T_ROPBIES HIGH are the members of the intramural all-star basketball squad that 
played arainst the MU Little Green last week. Front row, from left, Jim Farley, Mickey Jackson, 
Bob LeMasters, and Tom Younr. Second row, Kyle Pipps, Larry Stratton, Boward Miller, and 
Gary Marvin. Third row, Art Miller and Pat Woody. 
. Many of you have been avoiding economics because it is so 
widely known as "the dismal science." Oh, good friends, stop 
cheating yourselves of many a laugh and cheer, because eco-
nomics is a positive riot! True, it is called the dismal science, 
but that is only because it was invented in 1681 by Walter C. 
Dismal.· 
It is easy to understand why Mr. Dismal's discovecy of 
economics is today almost forgotten, for the fact is that he 
himself only stayed with the subject for two or three days. 
After that he took up embonpoint, which means fatness. It is 
said that at his apogee, Mr. Dismal reached 1200 pounds. This 
later became known as Guy Fawkes Day. 
MU Trainer Is One Of Best 
By RICHARD EDWARDS 
Sports Writer 
With all the talk that has been 
directed toward athletic deaths 
in recent years, it is refreshing 
to look at Marshall University's 
record in this department. A 
quick glance would make any 
sports fan thankful that MU has 
a man such as Ed Prelaz on its 
staff. 
According to Ray Cumber-
ledge, Marshall has never had a 
death in any athletic contest. 
Added to this outstanding rec-
ord, Marshall has had only a 
very few serious injuries as a 
result of athletic contest. Prob-
ably the most. serious injury that 
has happened to any MU ath-
lete was in a game against East-
ern Kentucky, in 1955, when 
George Klipa, a Marshall half-
back, had to have a leg ampu-
tated due to a severe leg injury. 
One of the major contribu-
tions responsi:ble for MU's excel-
lent record, as far as deaths and 
mJuries are concerned, is the 
trainers for the teams that the 
Athletic Department has em-
ployed. A good example of such 
a trainer is the man that now 
holds that position, Ed Prelaz. 
Prelaz has been trainer and 
wrestling coach at Marshall since 
1955, and during that time he 
has been called upon to take 
care of various injuries that 
could have proven quite serious, 
possibly fatal. 
Perhaps the most frightening 
experience Prelaz has encoun-
tered, during his tenure as train-
er at Marshall, was back in Octo-
ber of 1955. 
The incident occurred when 
Dyke Six, a 165 pound Marshall 
halfback, received a severe blow 
on the jaw during a game. The 
athletes jaw became tightly 
locked and his tongue fell back 
against his throat thus cutting 
off his oxygen supply. He was 
making labored efforts to breath 
inward and his face was turning 
a bluish-red. 
When Prelaz, who did his gra-
duate work in Physical Educa-
tion at West Virginia University 
under Whitey Guinn, arrived at 
the scene he remembered what 
Guinn had told him, concerning 
a case of this type. 
From the experience, Guinn 
had acquired the habit carrying 
a cone shaped object known as 
an "oral screw". The device was 
. I Editorial Viewpoint 1· 
(Editor's Note: The following editorial appeared in last 
Sunday's Charleston Gazette-Mail.) 
A member of the faculty of West Virrinia University has 
declared that be will pay no attention whatsoever to a solemn 
promise made to another institution by a Minro County boy and 
bis parents. 
The faculty member, a man normally rerarded as a leader of 
American youth and builder of character, is the West Virrinia 
Univenity football coach, Gene Corum. 
The boy is an outstandinr hlrh school football player who, 
with bis parents, had siped two weeks aro an arreement know~ 
as a pant-In-aid. This is a document in which athletes arree 
to favor a particular collere with their talents and It obstenslbly 
removes them from the reach of competinr colleres. In the case 
of the Mlnro County boy, the ,rant-in-aid bad been slped with 
Manball Univenity. 
, Gene Corum, who wants the boy to play for West Virrinia 
Unlvenity, now bas offered him a ,rant in aid without rerard 
to earlier promises. This is hardly character buildinr. To the 
contrary, It is an astonishinr breach of ethics on the part of a 
man and an Institution whose job it is to mold citizens. 
Wone, It demonstrates arain the a'!Jsurdity of the collere 
athletic "scholarslaip." While nerotiations and chest-beatlnr in 
the case of the abropted rrant-in-ald continue, many nonathletic 
high school ,raduates, financially unable to pursue collere work, 
will look desperately around for help. It is saddenlnr to con-
template a race in which interest in academic achievement lap 
further and further behind the Interest shown In the Saturday 
heroics of muscular physical education majors. 
used to pry open the mouth of 
a victim whose jaws were lock-
ed, and had swallowed his ton-
gue. 
Prelaz was impressed with 
Guinn's story, and he too started 
carrying an oral screw in his 
pocket. 
Prelaz recognized Six's sym-
ptoms and he immediately took 
his oral screw from his pocket 
and opened the athlete's locked 
jaws; this enabled him to re-
trieve the tongue which was suf-
focating the victim. Six soon was 
breathing normally and catastro-
phy was averted, due to Pre-
laz and his device. 
Prelaz was voted "Trainer of 
the Year," by Scholastic Coach 
Magazine, for his heroic actions. ,1 
Since that day in October nine , 
years ago, Prelaz has been recog-
nized as one of the finest trainers 
in the United States by his fel-
low workers in the National As-
sociation of College Trainers. 
Prelaz will probably go on to 
even greater heights in his cho-
sen profession in the years to 
come, but for the time being 
he is THE trainer at Marshall 
University; a f11ct that any stu-
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It was not until -1776 when Adam Smith published his Wealth 
of Nations (or Ozymandias, as it is usually known as) that the 
world came to realize what a rosy, twinkly, fun subject eco-
nomics is. As Mr. Smith showed in his jocular little treatise, 
there is nothing complicated about economics. 
When there is a great demand for a product, a great supply 
is placed on the market.· When there is a small demand, there 
is a small supply. Take, for example, castanets. You walk into 
any average American t own today and I'll wager you won't see 
more than eighty or ninety castanet shops. That is because the 
demand is small. 
For Marlboro Cigarettes, on the other hand, the demand is 
great. Thus, you will find Marlboros-with all their yummy 
rich tobacco flavor and pure white Selectrate filter and pliable 
soft pack and unpliable Flip-Top box-at any counter where 
cigarettes are sold in every one of our fifty great States and 
Duluth. 
To Adam Smith, I say, belongs the distinction of popularizing 
economics. Mr. Smith was followed by David Ricardo. In fact, 
everywhere he went he was followed by David Ricardo. Mr. 
Smith finally got so annoyed that he summoned a bobby, as 
British policemen are called, and had Mr. Ricardo arrested. 
This later became known as the Louisiana Purchase. 
Upon his release from gaol, as a British jail is called, Mr. 
• Ricardo reported to his parole officer, Thomas Robert Malthus. 
They soon became fast friends, and one night over a game of 
whist they invented the stock exchange, or chutney, as it is 
called in England. 
Well sir, with the British having, you might say, a corner on 
economics, the French decided that they wanted some eco-
nomics too. Being, however, a proud nation, they refused 
simply to borrow British economics, but insisted on inventing 
their own. At first they tried using the truffle hound as a medium 
of exchange. When this proved less than satisfactory, they 
switched to pomade. Discouraged by this second disappoint-
ment, they fina lly shrugged and said, "Oh, who cares about 
economics anyhow?" and returned to the guillotine and Maurice 
Chevalier. 
America, I am pleased to report, had much better success with 
economics. Our early merchants quickly broke down economics 
into its two major categories-coins and folding money- and 
today, as a result of their wisdom, we can all enjoy the automatic 
toll station. 
Well sir, I could go on and on about this fascinating subject, 
but I know you're all in a tearing hurry to rush out and sign 
up for Econ I. So I will leave you now with two kindly words 
of farewell: Gresham's Law. © 1964 Max BhuJmao 
* * * 
We, the makers of Marlboro Cigarettea, are tobacconiata, 
not economists. But this much we know about aupply and 
demand: you demand full flavor in a filter cigarette: we 
supply it-Marlboro! 
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I Campus Briefs I 
CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION TWL MEETING TODAY 
The Classical Association will A special meeting of all par-
ticipants in the TWL Program 
meet tomorrow at 4 p. m. in of the German Club will be held 
room 210 of Old Main. Members at 7:30 p. m. · today in Science 
of the club will present a pro- Hall. The purpose of the meet-
,ram of charades based on fa- ing is to determine the final 
moua lines or quotations from 
Latin or Greek literature. Stu- number of all participants, to 
dents participatin1 in the pro- check job applications, and to 
arrange transportation f r o m 
sram will be Cathy Anglin. Hun- Huntington to New York and the 
µrigton junior; Cheryl Skidmore, 
South· Charleston freshman; return. Anyone who cannot ap-
Charles Dundas, Huntington ju- .pear_ ~ust send a representative. 
nior- and Charles Lloyd Hunt- Part1C1pants should bring a com-
, ' pleted job a li f 'th h inion sophomore. Anyone inter- PP ca ion w~ P o-
ested in the classical languages 
is invited to attend the meet-





The Seven Sabers will provide 
music for a free mix tonight at 
7:30 p. m. in the Student Union. 
This Huntington dance band has 
previously appeared at Wednes-
day night mixes. 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS 
THE PARTHENON Wednesday, February 26, lllef , 
A $50 award has been pres-
ented to David Perkins, Milton 
graduate, by the National So-
ciety of the Colonial Dames of 
America, according to Dr. Her-
schel Heath, professor of history. 
· The award is give~ regularly 
throughout the United States to 
those students who have done 
outstanding work in colonial his-
tory:. 
The Young Democrats Club 
will hold its first meeting today 
at 4 p. m. The purpose of the 
meeting will be to elect new of-
ficers and to designate time and 
place for future meetings. Ed-
ward Hall, last year's president, 
will preside. All interested stu-
dents are invited. 
Spanis,. Guitarists At Con,ocatlon Tomorrow 
TWO MEMBERS of the father-son Spanish pl tar troupe, Pepe (left) and Cello Romero wlll 
brinr their Urhtnln&'-flnrered style to Marshall in tomorrow's convocation at 11 a. m. In Old Main 
Auditorium. Their father and head of the pita r troupe started 'the boys out on the mastery of 
~elr Instruments at the ripe old are of three. 
Perkins, a history major, won 
a $500 academic scholarship at 
West Virginia Wesleyan and gra-
duated from there in January, 
1963. He is a past winner of the 
American Legion Oratorical Sch-
olarship, which is a four year 
tuition scholarship. 
DR. HARPER SPEAKS 
Guitar Ensemble Appears Tomorrow 
Dr. Charles P. Harper, pro-
fessor of political science, was 
guest speaker at the annual 
meeting of the West Virginia So-
ciety of the Colonial Dames of 
the Seventeenth Century at the 
Hotel Frederick last Sa{urday. 
Professor· Harper, chairman of 
the West Virginia Historic Com-
mission, discussed the erection of 
165 hig~way markers during the 
Centennial celebration, emphas-
izing the ones of special interest 
to the colonial dames organiza-
tion. 
Celin and, Pepe Romero, two Morrendo Tor rob a. He is the "crouches over his ·g u i ta r and 
,members of the world famous thoughtful dreamy member of the plays flamenco themes like an 
"Romero family of the Guitar," family. Pepe, Celin's 10-year-old allilel with gypsy blood." 
will appear at Convocation to- brother, is the opposite in tern- The Romeros ue one of the 
morrow at 11 a.m. in Old Main perament . He seems very quiet, best g u i t a •r ensembles around. 
Auditorium. but supplies a special flavor by They practice ibetween four and 
Celin is- 25 and favors classical virtue of his extraordinary flair 10 hours a day. Celin and Pepe 
and romantic moderns such as for the !lamenco style of music. have been chosen duo recitalists 
Pepe has often been singled out of the family because of their 
POLITICAL MEETING 
An organizational meeting of 
the "Youth . For Smith For Gov-
ernor" will be held today at 3:30 
p. m. in the upatain of the Stu-
dent Union. Everyone is invited 
to attend. 
Dean Shaw Re·-Defines Stand 
On Drinking To fraternities 
MU Concert Band 
Due In Convocation 
The Marshall Concert Band will 
perform at the convocation in Old 
Main Aud it or i u m at 11 a.m. 
March 5, according to Dr. Wilbur 
Pursley, associate professor of 
·music and conductor of the band. 
The 58-member band will be 
Stanley A. Shaw, dean of men, University " "S ... te d . t ·tu- making its second annual convo-• ~.. an ms i t· d th d " 
hu addressed several fraternities tional regul-ations do ,not permit ca M?n appearance un er e 1• 
reiterating the university's posi- the possession or consumption of rection of Dr. Pursley. 
tion concerning drinking in fra- intoxicants, .including be e r, in 'I:1e program ;will includ~ a 
temity 'houses. He will address univers ity buildings or on the variety of m u s 1 c a 1 selections 
the remainder of -the fraternities premises." highlig•hted by a trumpet solo by 
as time permits, •he said. The ,bulletin further explains, Allen Ho w c r of t, Moundsville 
Marshall's stand . on the con- "universi;ty buildings include, in graduate. 
sumption of alcoholic beverages addition to all buildings on the Although all members of the 
on campus and in campus build- campus proper, the University concert ba-nd must play an audi-
ings is the epitome of simplicity, Heights property, the houses of tion for admission to the group, 
he said-it will tolerate none. fraternities, sororities and similar it is not an exclusive Music De-
~ccording to the bulletin "Reg- onganizations." partment orlJ&Ilization. 0 v er a 
ulations, Policies and Standards Dean Shaw said that reports of third of the members major in 
for Student Activities at Marshall drinking in the fraternity houses fields other than music. Most of 
had not precipitated his actions. the concert band members also 
for the fire and brilliance of his unique combination of the roman-
playing. It has been said that he tic and flamenco styles. 
The 
BEAUTY BOX 
619 1 st Street 
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Ruth Smith Ruth Falls Lucille Young 
Speech Is Given 
On Life Planning 
He stated that his talks were to play in the Big Gr1;en Marching '-;:::==========================:: 
inform rather than to chastise. Band. 
(Continued from Pa'ge 1) 
broken engagements a m o n g 
young couples came as a result 
of their having pre-maritol rela-
tions. 
Another study in 1951 among a 
eroup of divorced couples re-
vealed that a majority of the 
couples had engaged in pre-mar-
ital relations, he said. 
. In closing, Dr. Hey explained 
that "no sexual behavior takes 
place without reference to one's 
own values and ideals for mar-
riage, nor without reference to 
the social context. Just as one's 
past is always part of the pres-
ent, so 'is the present part of the 
future. But only part, for the 
marriage relationship is a living 
one and it changes and shifts as 
the needs · and possibilities of 
each generation shift. The deci-
sion about one's own behavior 
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